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Viscosity and Density of Molten Optical Glasses 
Leo Shartsis and Sam Spinner 

The viscosities a nd densit ies of 22 op t ical glasses, representin g all types produced at t he 
National Bureau of Standards, were measured by a co unterbalanced-sphere method. The 
densities agreed with those obtained by a volumeter method, and t he viscosities showed good 
agreement with t hose obtained with a small rotation viscometer. 

Expansivities calulated from density results in t he tem peTat ure ran ge 1,000° to 1,200° 
C showed that flints are low, 15 to 22, barium crowns are in termed iate, 22 to 37, a nd boro
silicate crowns are high , 34 to 40 (microns/ meter)/oC. The expansivities showed a posit ive 
correlat ion with t he slope of the viscosity temperature cur ve. 

The superiori ty of t he theoretically derived Faxen correction of Stokes law over t hat of 
t he empiri cal Francis formula was establ ished by means of a freely falling sphere appara t us. 

1. Introduction 

The importan ce of the viscosity of glass in all 
phases of its manufacture is widely recognized. 
Certain useful empirical points such as the annealing ' 
temp erature, softening temperat1ll'e, strain point, 
etc., have been shown to be related to definite 
viscosities. Tn producing op tical glass at this 
Bureau it has been found that the temperatures at, 
which th E' stirring of the different kinds of op tical 
glass is stopped and the pots removed from the 
furnace correspond to the same viscosity for all 
glasses. In addition to the practical reasons for 
studying viscosity, there is also the expectation tha t 
viscosity data will help to elucidate the structure of 
glasses. 

The density of molten glasses as a function of 
temperature has not been investigated to any great 
extent. Expansivity is of interest to workers in 
glass and may be calculated from the change of 
density with temperature. As in the case of other 
fundamental properties, i t may be expected that 
density studies will aid in determining the structure 
of glasses. In addition to its intrinsic interest, 
density data are necessary in the calculation of cer
tain other proper ties , such as kinematic viscosity, 
som e methods of measuring surface tension, etc. 

II. Glasses Tested 

The optical glasses tested were those regularly 
produced by th e Bureau glass plant. Table 1 gives 
the compositions as computed from the proportions 
of the raw materials in the batch. The first column 
identifies th e glass according to iLts optical type, 
refractive index, and Abbe l value. Thus, F 5795/410 
means a flint glass with a refractive index N D = 
1.5795, and Abbe value v= 41.0. 

Although these composi tions are considered fairly 
reliable because each po t holds from 900 to 1,500 
lb. of glass, the computations neglect small amounts 
of material tha t are dissolved from the pot. Pot 
attack introduces chiefly silica and alumina into the 
glass, th e amounts varying with the corrosiveness of 
the glass. The practice of adding cullet (broken 

1 The Abbe value v=(ND-J)/(Np-Ncl. where ND is the refracti ve index for 
the sodinm D line, and Np and Nc are refractive indices for the hydrogen F and 
C lines, respectively. 

glass from previo us mehs of the same composition) 
also introduces variations in composition. An all
cuHet mel t usually has a measurably high er viscosit.y 
along with lower density and refractive index t,hun 
an all-batch mel t because th e former has dissolver! 
more of the po t materials. 

III. Measurement of Viscosity 

1. Sphere Method 

(a) Appar atus 

Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic view of th e appa
ratus. A platinum sphere 1.5 em in diameter is sus
pended by a thin platinum wire fasten ed by a thin 
chain to th e cen ter of the left-hand pan of an analyt-
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TABLE 1. Compositions oj optical glasses, computed Jrom batch 

l' 5795/410 ____ --i{ 
l' 617/366 _______ ·{ 

l' 620/362 _______ { 

F 649/338.-_____ { 

l' 666/324 ______ _ 
l' 689/30L ____ _ 
l' 720/29L ___ _ _ 
F 754/277 _____ _ _ 
F 923/ 209 ______ _ 
CF 529/516_ 
BaC 54 1/599_ . __ 

BaC 5725/514- __ f 
BaC 574/57L __ 
BaC 6111.18 ____ { 

BaC 6109/572--_ 
BaC 617/.050 __ _ { 
BaC 620/600 ___ _ 
Bal' 584/460 ___ _ 
Ba F 588/534-- __ 
Ba F 604/435 ____ { 
Ba F 605/435 ___ _ 
L C 512/605 ____ _ 

L C 523/586-___ __ { 

B SC 5Jl/635 __ _ { 

BSC 517/64L-- l 

BSC 540/645-- __ 1 

5613 
7133 
5618 
7045 
5573 
5747 
8197 
4438 

53. 1 
53. 1 
4.1. 6 
45.6 

} 45.6 
45.6 
41. 2 

5943 } 
8187 
8189 

41. 2 

39 :1 
37 ~ 
34. 1 
31. 2 
20.3 
65.4 
58.8 
49.7 
49. 7 
45.2 
47. 4 
38.3 
38.3 
38. 2 

7686 
7382 I 
7728 
8001 
0162 
8217 
8072 
~247 
~722 
4581 
8171 
566R 
7922 
82-10 
58 15 
6903 
8085 
7631 
3800 
3354 
3849 
7660 
6980 
5718 
6988 
5407 
7656 
8097 
8223 
3703 
5371 
8244 
6471 

37.3 
37. 8 
49.8 
45.8 
45.7 
45.7 
71. 9 

} 70.2 

} 
} 

68.8 

66.3 
66. <I 
66.6 
69. 0 
63.4 

35.5 
35.5 
43. 1 
43. 1 
45.2 
45 0 

51. 1 

54.4 
58. 1 
62. 4 
66.2 
79.0 
10. 0 

0.2 
. 2 
.2 

1.4 

1 
5. 6 

23. 3 
24. 3 

0. 7 
0. 6 

0.2 
19.9 
31. 3 
30.8 
28 . .1 
30.0 
42.8 
42. 8 
42.8 
44 .8 
44 . 2 
13.4 
28.0 

14. 3 
13.6 

3.0 

3.8 
3.6 
3. 6 
6.2 
4.9 

10.7 
10.7 
6.7 

4. 4 

11.4 

4.4 

5.0 

1. 5 

8. 5 

12. 5 

12. 4 
12.2 
II. 0 
13.0 

o 1 
. 4 

5.0 
4.7 
3.5 
3. 0 
0.7 

0.7 

13.2 
2.8 
0. 4 
. 4 

1.4 
0. 9 

. 2 

1.6 
2. 3 

14. 7 

14.0 

7.8 

7.5 
8. 4 
8. 4 
9. 2 

9.5 
9.6 
5.8 
6. 1 
5.2 

5.7 
6.4 

6.5 

6.0 
4.6 
3.2 
2.3 
0.4 
5.6 

10.3 
7.2 
7.7 
7. 6 
7.0 

0.4 

8. 2 
6.0 
8.2 
7. 9 
5.0 
2.5 

14.7 

12.0 

11. 8 
11. 8 
7. I 
6.2 

3. 6 
4 . .1 
7.2 
7.2 
7.5 
7. 5 

4.2 

5.6 

7.8 
7.5 
8. I 
8. 1 

1. 2 

0.5 
.5 

0.2 
.3 
.5 
.5 

. 5 

. 5 

.5 

.5 

. 3 

.3 

. 3 

.3 

. 3 

.2 

.3 

.2 

. 2 

. 3 

.3 

. 4 

. 4 

. 4 

.3 

.3 

.5 

.4 

. 4 

.4 

.2 

.5 

. 5 

.5 

.5 

. 4 

lb 0.6 ______________________________ 300 
_ 5 __________________________ ____ 360 

______________________________ 300 
_______ ____ ______ ___ __________ 775 

------------------------------ { ~~g 
-_____________________________ 300 
-_____________________________ 300 

----- {:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
______________________________ 300 
_____ _________________________ None 
_______ _______________________ All 
_____________________ _________ 300 
___ . _________ ._. _____ . ___ ._. __ N Olle 

1. 8 ______________________________ .1 65 

0.4 
.4 
. 7 
. 5 
. 2 
.2 

__ ____________________________ 300 
_____ ._._. _____ . _____ . ________ None 

-AI,O;3:0:::::::::::::::::::: ~gg 
Al, O, 1.5____________________ 300 
A l, O, 2.4, CaO 5.0 ___________ Nonc 
AhO, 2.9, CaO 4.5___________ '175 

. 2 AhO, 4.9, CaO 2.3 ___________ N one 

.7 AhO,'1.9 ___________________ _ 300 

.2 C"O 3.6, B cO 2.3, ZrO, 0.2 _ _ 400 ______________________________ 200 

::::: {::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I Ni38 
200 

:: 1 1 ~:~::c' ~H~'~: i~ 
{ 300 

----- :::::::::::::::::::::_:::::::: 550 ______________________________ 150 
______________________________ 550 
AhO, O.2 ________________ ____ 300 
BcO 2.0, BrO 10.0, L hO 5.0 __ No nc 

a F = fi int, BaC = barium crown, L C = light crown, Dal?= barium Oint, fi SC = borosilicate crown, OF = crow n flin t. 

ical balance. Upward or downward motion of the 
ball in the liquid is produced by changing the weigh ts 
on the right-hand pan of the balance. The velocity 
of the ball is indicated by the motion of the balance 
pointer, which is observed through a Brinell micro
scope. The sample of glass is in the cylindrical 
platinum viscosity cru cible (2 in. in diameter and 3 
in. high ). 

The furnace (fig. 1) is supported on an adjustable 
stand by means of which it can be moved vertically. 
Over the ends of the main platinum alloy resistance 
winding there are two smaller separately controlled 
auxiliary windings to control vertical thermal gra
dients. T empera tures are measured by means of 
three thermocouples (Pt vs Pt-l0 percent Rh), which 
can be pushed into con tact with the crucible, which 
contains the molten glass. Another thermocouple 
placed near the center of the crucible is connected 
to a potentiometer-type controller , by means of 
which the temperature is held constant during a 
d etermination. The power to the furnace is suppli ed 
through a 3 KVA constant voltage transfor.:ner. A 
water-cooled copper shield protects the ba a lee from 
the heat of the furnace. 

The apparatus was calibrated with a liquid of 
known viscosit.y. 

(b) Measurement of Viscosity of Calibrating Liquid 

Preliminary sLudies of the method and calibration 
of the apparaLu were made wiLh NBS Standard Oil 
P used for calibrating viscometer . As the vi cositv 
values availa ble did not covel' so large a range as 
was desired, additional viscosity values at other 
temperatures were obtained with a freely falling 
sphere apparatus. 

Figure 2 is a diagrammatic sketch of thi apparatu . 
It consists of two concentric glass tubes, each ahout 
24 in. long with liquid from a thermostatically con
trolled bath circulated through the annular space 
between them . A thermometer inserted through a 
hole in the upper rubber spacer measures the temper
ature of the thermost.atically controlled liquid. The 
central tube is a lOO-ml burette with the stopcock 
portion removed and is closed at both ends by rubber 
stoppers. A short piece of 6-mm glass tubing with 
a piece of rubber tubing over the lower end projects 
through a hole in the upper stopper. This piece of 
rubber tubing is of small bore and sufficiently flexible 
to hold different sizes of ball bearings above the test 
liquids until they are released by pushing down on a 
glass rod inside the glass tubing. 
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PLUNGER FOR RELEASING BALL When constant velocity is reached, the resisting 
force , according to Stokes, is 

,--___ OUT 

CALIBRATING LIQUID 

WATER JACKET 

IN ___ __" 

FIGURE 2. Freely falling sphere apparatus. 

The inside diameter of the burette was measured 
at several places by means of a cathetometer micro
scope whil e the burette was immersed in a liquid of 
index 1.51 contain ed in a glass vessel with plane 
parallel walls. The average of nine such measure
ments was 1.489 cm with a standard deviation of 0.3 
percent. The distance between even numbered 
milliliter marks on the burette was likewise measured 
at many different places. The average obtained 
for 21 measurements was 0.5831 cm/ml with a stand
ard deviation of 0.3 percent. 

The spheres used were ball bearings, some of steel 
and some of brass. Each one was measured with a 
micrometer to approximately 0.0001 in. and weighed 
to 0.1 mg on an analytical balance. Most of the 
balls were ?~ , %6, and 7~ in . in diameter. A few meas
urements wer e made with Yts- and %-in. balls. 

Each ball was held in the holder above the liquid 
for a length of time considered sufficient to allow 
it to reach the temperature of the test liquid . Veloci
ties were measured after the ball had traveled a con
siderable distance through the liquid, usually 6 cm 
or more. 

For the calculation of viscosity the usual form of 
Stokes law was modified as follows: 

F= (W-;t-n- d}p )g, 
where 

F = driving force 
W= weight of the sphere in grams 
d = diameter of sphere in centimeters 

(1 ) 

p= density of the test liquid in grams per cubic 
centimeter . 

". g= gravitationaLconstant, 980 dynes/em. 

where 

R = resisting force 
l]s= viscosity in poises, according to Stokes 
v= velocity in cen timeters per second. 

(2) 

At equilibrium, F= R from which it can be shown 
that 

1] . 

where 

(w - 1/67rd3p)g 
37rdv 

t= time in seconds 

(W - 1/ 67rd3p )gt 
37rd(0.583 1N) , (3) 

N = number of milliliter divisions traversed m 
time, t. 

As Stokes law is accurate only for a sphere in a 
medium of infinitely large extent, a correction for the 
boundary conditions is necessary. Several such cor
rection formulas have been proposed and used. In 
this study it was considered desirable to compare 
the Faxen [1] 2 correction with the one proposed by 
Francis [2]. The Faxen correction is 

where 

d= diameter of sphere 
D = diameter of test vessel. 

The Francis correction Fr is given by th e equation 

( d )2.25 
Fr= I - D . 

After each correction was calculated it was multi
plied by the value obtained from Stokes law. Thus 

T able 2 gives the results obtained. To compare the 
two corrections, the data have been classified into 
groups of approximately eq ual temperature, although 
there was some temperature drif t during a set of 
determinations. The densities of the t est liquid 
were measured by the Engine and Lubrication Sec
tion of this Bureau with a pi cnometer method. 

• Figures in brackets indicate the Ji terature'feferences at the end of this paper. 
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TABLE 2. Comparison oj viscosity correction formulas 

Num- Viscosity by-
BaH be l' of Temperature (liam- Weight di vi- Time 

eter,d sians Stokes, Faxen, Francis. 
~. ~F . ~P. 

-1-----------

°c em g sec Poises Poises Poises 
33.40 0. 3183 0. 1323 70 613. 8 576 328 335 
33.40 . 4755 . 4394 70 402.8 840 330 354 
33.:j6 . 6345 1.0430 70 354.8 1, 316 33 1 377 
33.34 . 4755 . 4389 70 399. 8 833 327 351 
33.31 .3190 . 1330 70 616. 4 580 330 337 

--------------
Avg _. 33.36 --- -- -- --- ---- - ---- 329 351 
S tandard d e-

viations ____ --- ---- --- -- --- ---- 1.5 15.1 
Capilla r y 

1I0w _______ ._- - --- --- ----- - --- 328 -- ---
----------------

29. 63 .6345 J. 0430 52 370.8 1. 719 433 493 
29.60 . 6345 I. 0430 52 367.8 1, 705 429 489 
29.60 . 4755 . 4394 70 546. 6 1, 140 448 480 
29.55 .3170 . 1305 72 865. 7 782 447 456 
29. 50 . 6365 1.1873 70 422. 9 1,806 452 515 
29. 45 . 6345 J. 0430 70 490. 4 1, 819 458 522 
29.42 . 4755 . 4395 72 570. 6 1, 157 455 487 
29. 38 .3185 . 1326 72 880. 3 804 458 468 
29.40 . 4750 . 4900 70 489. 7 1, 158 456 488 

---- - ---------
Avg __ 29.50 --- ---- --- ----- --- - 448 49 
Standard 

deviations_ --- --- - --- .-.-- ---- 10. 1 19.4 
Cap illary lIow ________ --- ---- --- ----- .--- 442 -------------------

26.61 0.3167 0. 1305 72 1, 11 4.8 1, 009 577 589 
26.58 . 3162 . 1302 72 1, 112. 8 1.007 577 588 
26.71 .3162 . 1303 66 1041. 8 1,029 589 601 
26.83 . 4752 .4386 76 764 .2 1,466 577 617 
26.90 .6345 I. 0430 70 629. 0 2,333 587 669 
27. 18 .3 162 . 1298 70 1,049.0 973 557 569 
27.27 . 3180 . 1319 70 1, 035. 0 969 553 564 
27.35 . 4752 . 4388 70 678.5 1, 414 556 596 
27.40 .6345 I. 0430 70 582.4 2, 160 544 619 

--------------
A vg __ 26.98 --- ---- --- ----- .--- 569 601 
Stan dard d e-

viation s ____ --- ---- --- ----- ---- 15 30 
Capilla ry 

flow _______ --- ---- --- ---.- ---- 570 -----------------------
II. 95 0.3167 0.1300 67 4,356.2 4, 214 2,411 2,460 
II. 95 . 4755 . 4390 68 2,83 1. 4 6, 073 2,387 2,556 
II. 99 . 6.345 I. 0430 80 2,807. 4 9, I to 2, 294 2,6 12 
11. 95 . 4742 . 4925 78 2, 867.0 6, 119 2,4 13 2,582 
12.00 .79 16 2.0 196 70 2, 727.2 15,695 2, 436 2, 849 
12. 06 . 9515 3. 4812 66 3, 105. 4 27, llO 2,695 2, 726 

---- ----------
A vg __ ll. 98 --- ---- ---
S landard de-

.---- ---- 2, 439 2, 63 1 

v iations ____ --- ---- --- ----- ---- 123 125 
-----------._--

19. 20 0.3 175 0. 1324 88 2,772.8 2,079 1, 188 1,212 
19. 06 . 4755 . 4394 76 1,558.6 2, 994 1, 177 1, 260 
19.06 .6345 1. 0430 76 1,338.8 4,573 1, 151 1,311 
19.06 .7915 2. 01 86 70 1, 4 12.6 8,125 1,261 1. 474 
19. 12 .3167 . 1308 68 2, 164.5 2, 079 1, 189 1,214 

---------------
Avg __ 19. 10 --- ---- ---
Standard de-

----- ---- 1, 193 1, 294 

v ia tions. ___ --- ---- --- ----- ---- 37 116 
-------------.---

11. 78 0. 6345 1. 0'130 70 2, 679. 5 9,937 2, 502 2, 849 
11. 80 . 7920 2.0188 72 3, 069. 1 17, 149 2, 656 3, 107 
11. 82 . 6363 1. 1834 70 2, 274. 6 9,681 2, 425 2,762 
11. 82 . 4755 . 4394 70 2,996.3 6,248 2,456 2, 630 
11. 82 . 4755 . 4940 74 2, 790.4 6,276 2,467 2, 642 
11. 82 .3177 . 1493 70 4,044. I 4,355 2,486 2,538 

--------------
Avg __ l1. 81 --- ---- ---
S tandard do-

----- ---- 2, 499 2, 755 

viatiolls ___ . --- ---- --- ----- ---- 74 176 

Inspection of the data in table 2 shows that the 
viscosities calculated with the Faxen correction are 
on the average lower than those obtained, using the 
Francis correction. The reproducibility of the Faxen 
1'e ults is better, as judged by the size of the standard 
deviations. Viscosity data supplied by the Engine 
and Lubrication Section, using a capillary flow 
m ethod, are in bctter agreement with the Faxen re
sults than with the Francis values. The Francis 

values have a dist inct tendency to become larger as 
the ball size increases. For these r easons, only the 
re ult obtained with the Faxen correction received 
any further consideration. 

An equation was fi tted by the m etholl of leas t, 
squares to the Faxen data shown in table 2, as well 
as to other data obtained with the freely falling 
sphere method at lower temperatures and with the 
capillary flow r esults at temperatures between 30° 
and 60°C. The equation took the following form [3] 

L = 218. 98 + 1. 3914 (t - 30) + 0.00163 (t-3 0)2, (6) 

where 

f, °C 
L = 1301jlog 2000 1/ . 

(e) Calibration 

In making calibration , the furnace as replaced by 
a thermostatically controlled bath, and the cylin
drical platinum viscosity crucible was placed in a 
liquid-tight brass container (fig. 3) . 

When the apparatu reached the de ired tempera
tures, weights were placed on the r ight-hand pan of 
the balance, and the time required for the balance 
pointer to move a selected number of scale divisions 
was measured with a stop watch. At low viscositie 
where the velocity was high , a large test distance was 
elected in order to get a aCCLU'at,e a time m easure

ment as possible. Furthermore, at low vi cosities 
the balance pointer wa brought a considerable dis
tance away from the r egion where the velocity was 
to be m ea ured, in order to allow the sph ere to reach 
an equilibrium velocity before approaching the te t 
distance. At high viscosities whcre the vclocit,y of 

RUBBER GASKET 

FIGUR8 3. Liquid-tight container Jor use in calibrations. 
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FIGURE 4. Effect of weight on velocity of countel·balanced 
platinum sphere in calibrating liquid at -7.88° C. 
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FIGURE 5. Logarithm of the average slopes of the weight
versus-velocity curves of a series of calibrations plotted against 

range -5 to + 60 0 c. Figure 5 shows a plot of the 
results obtained. The filled circles represent the 
latest data, whereas the circles represent the da·ta 
obtained in a similar series of experiments about a 
year before. The agreement indicates that the 
results were not significantly affected by the wear 
to which the crucible and sphere were subjected 
during the course of many measurements made 
during that year. 

Previous experience had shown that a plot of log 
viscosity versus log slope could be represented by a 
straight line. Figure 6 shows a plot of data from a 
previous set of calibrations to illustrate this point. 
A straight line fitted by the method of least squares 
to the data obtained in the last set of calibrations 
gave the following equation 

Log 7] = 1.0266 (lO + log 8) - 7.4070, (7) 

upon which all the viscosity results reported in this 
study arc based. 8 is the slope of the load versus 
velocity curve. 

If it is assumed that 7] = KS, where K is an instru
mental constant and K is solved for, it will be noted 
that K is not constant but increases with viscosity. 
The probability is that the friction and inertia of the 
balance is at least partially responsible for the increase 
of K with viscosity. Part of the applied force is 
needed to move the balance; therefore, the sphere 
moves more slowly than if the whole force were 
acting on it. This effect results in a steeper slope 
than would otherwise be the case and K must be 
correspondingly smaller. As the retarding effect is 
a larger fraction of the total force at low viscosities, 
where low loads are used, the constant is smaller at 
low viscosities. The increase of calibration constant 

4 .5 .-----,------, ______ ,-____ ,-____ -, ____ -, 

the Centigrade temperature. 4.0 

Open circles represent old data, whereas filled circles represent the latest data. 

the sphere was low the selected test distance was 
small, and the starting position of the pointer was 
closer to the measuring region in order to save time. 
In all cases, however, the zero of the balance scale 
divided the test distance into halves. The weights 
were selected to give a range of velocities in both 
directions. 

Figure 4 shows in graphical form the effect of 
different weights of the sphere. At weights greater 
than the weight of the sphere in the test liquid the 
motion is upward, at lower weights the motion is 
downward. The load versus velocity curve is a 
straight line. The slope of the rising line is usually 
greater than that of the descending line. The 
difference in the slopes of the two curves is attributed 
to the influence of the liquid adhering to the wire. 
In practice the average slope was used in making 
calcula tions. 

The effect of temperature on the slope of the load
velocity curves was determined over the temperature 

>
'= 
(f) 

o 

3 . 5 

g 3.0 
;; 

'" g 

2 .5 

2.0 

I. 5 ~----...l....--------L _____ L-____ .L. ____ -L ____ --.J 
8.5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0 11 .5 

10 + LOG SLOPE 

FIGURE 6. Logarithm of the viscosity of the calibrating liquid 
plotted against the logarithm of the average slopes of the weight
versus-velocity curves of a series of calibrations. 
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was noted by other workers using the res trained 
falling spher e method, one of whom [4] inves tiga ted 
the possibility that his glass was showing non
Newtonian behavior. 

Addi tional evidence that friction and inertia are 
the causes of the change in K with increasing vis
cosity is to b e found in the experience of investi
gators who worked with large balances [5]. These 
workers used balances with long beams in order to 
minimize side mo tion of the sphere. Their result s 
show a larger change of K with viscosi ty than was 
found in the present study. 

It is interesting to caleulate the value of K by 
assuming Stokes law and the Faxen correction to 
apply. This calculation neglects the effect of the 
small platinum ring that is welded to the sphere, 
and to that par t of the supporting wire that is 
immersed in the tes t liquid. As the neglected por
tions introduce a viscous traction that is no t con
sidered , the calcula ted K should be higher than Lhe 
observed one. 

Thus according to F axen's modifi cation of Stokes 
law 

(W - Wg)gFa 
37rdVe ' 

(8) 

where 

As 

W= weigh t of sphere in air 
vl'g= weigh t of sphere in test liquid 
Ve= velo city in cen timeters per second . 

S 

wh ere 

Vn= velocity in balance divisions per ec, and 
K = rJ/S, 

(9) 

By m easuremen t with a cathetometer microscope 
it was found that the movem en t of the balance 
pointer across six scale div isions was equ al to a 
ver tical travel of th e ball of 2.3 mm. Thus 
V N =- 26.09 F e, and 

K = 26.09gFa. (10) 
37rd 

The inside diameter of the viscosity crucible was 5.2 
cm and the diameter of the sphere (d) 1.5 cm. Thus 
d /D = 0.288, Fa= 0.4586 , and g= 980. 

These values substituted in eq 10 yield a value of 
825. The observed constant as computed from eq 
7 varied from about 670 to about 800 over the range 
of viscosities m easured during the calibrations . 

(d) Procedure With Glasses 

The test glasses were moulded into solid cylinders 
d esigned to fill the crucible with molten glass to a 
dep th of 3 in. The moulded glass blank was placed 
in the platinu cru cible and slowly heated to about 

500° C in an electrically heated labora tory muffle 
furnace. Then it was quickly transferred to the 
viscosity furnace, which was previously heated to 
about 1,300° C. The ball was then lowered to a 
position above the molten glass . The furnace was 
raised slowly by means of the adjustable stand until 
the bot tom of the sphere touched tbe mol ten glass . 
This position could be readily observed by first 
imparting to the ball a pendulum-like mo tion, which 
was quickly damped when the b all touched the 
surface of the viscous glass m elt. The furnace was 
then r aised 1.5 in. to allow sufficien t immersion for 
the sphere. 

M easuremen ts of load versus velocity were made at 
100-deg C intervals, decreasing the t emperature until 
the glass was too viscolls to allow the ball to move 
under reasonable loads and convenien t times. E ach 
time the tempera ture of the furnace was decreased 
100 deg C, the furnace was raised 0.74 mm to com
pensate for the change in the relative position of the 
sphere caused by shri~nkages of the furn aoe, the glass 
in the crucible, and the suppor ting pla tinum wire. 
The change in the level of the glas in the crucible 
was measured in a separate experimen t by m eans of 
a platinum contact rod mounted on a scale outside 
the furnace. 

2 . Rotational Viscometer Method 

Prior to work wi th the sphere method , some 
v iscosity meas uremen ts were made wi th a small 
ro tation viscometer that has alread y been described 
in the li terature [6]. This apparatus was limi ted to 
measuremen ts below 1,100° C. 

IV. Measurement of Density 

1. Sphere Method 

By extrapolating the load-veloci ty lines (fig . 4) 
back to zero veloci ty, l¥ g, the \veigh t of th e sphere in 
the test Jiquid can be ob tained. The average of the 
two values ob tained was used . In general, after the 
load-veloci ty points were plot ted straight lines were 
drawn by inspection. Two well-fi tting points, cover
ing as large an interval of load as th e data permi t ted, 
were selected from each line. Calculations of S 
and Wg were maae from the selected points as 
follows: Let WI and W2 be th e weights a t the two 
selected points and VI and V 2 be th e corresponding 
velocities. 

Then 

S 

from which 
W _ W I V 2 - W 2 V 1• 

g - V2 - VI (11) 

The density corrected for the effect of surface ten
sion on the suspending wire was computed from the 
following equation 

W - (W g - 0 .467rd(J / g) 
Vo(1 + 3at) , p (12) 
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where 
P = density of the liquid in grams per cubic 

centimeter, 
W = weight of platinum sphere plus that porti.on 

of the suspending wire immersed in the 
test liquid, 

d=diameter of suspending wire in centimeters, 
<T=surface tension of the test liquid (knowll 

from previous work [7]) , 
a=linear thermal expansion of platinum, 

Vo=volume of sphere at room temperature, 
0.46 = Wilhelmv correction for the effect of surface 

tension on thin wires, [8] and 
t=temperature in deg O. 

The volume of the sphere plus that portion of the 
suspending wire immersed in the test liquid was 
determined by measuring the buoyant effect of dis
tilled water, 

(13) 

where Po is the density of distilled water at the 
temperature at which Vo was determined . 

2 . The Volumeter Method 

(a) Principle of Method 

Early in 1943 a project to measure the density of 
optical glasses at high temperatures with a volume tel' 
method was initiated by B. Fonoroff. This method 
enables the calculation of the volume of a given 
weight of glass by determining the position of the 
surface of a melt in a calibrated crucible. The posi
tion of the surface is obtained by locating the top of 
the crucible with reference to a scale outside the fur
nace, finding the position of the glass surface on the 
sam e scale and taking the difference as a measure of 
the volume. This method avoids errors due to ex
pansion of the furnace and the crucible supports. 
Thermal expansion of that part of the crucible above 
the glass level is compensated by making the meas
urements with a rod of the same material as the 
crucible and in thermal equilibrium with it . 

(b) Apparatus 

A diagram of the apparatus is shown in figure 7. 
The furnace was wound with three separate coils 
of platinum alloy resistance wire. A uniform tem
perature throughout a large portion of the furnace 
could be obtained by adjusting the current in each 
coil . Three noble-metal thermocouples (indicated 
by crosses in fig. 7) were used to m easure the 
temperature. 

The long-neckcd platinum crucible (shaped like a 
volumetric flask) has a flat horizontal lip at the 
mouth. The crucible could be raised whil e in the 
furnace by means of a sillimanite tube (not shown in 
fig. 7), which extended downward through a hole in 
the center of the furnace floor . 

The depth gage consisted of an upright steel rod 
square in cross section and graduated in millimeters, 

1_ - Hf'--j-17'T PLATINUM 
CRUCIBLE 

F UR NACE 

FIGU RE 7. Volumeter apparatus. 

Small crosses mark location of tbermocouples. 

and a movable arm that supported a rod of the same 
material as the volumeter. The contact could be 
turned through a small horizontal arc by means of a 
pivot located n ear the end of the movable arm. 
This enabled one to set the rod over the lip of the 
crucible or over its center without moving the cruci
ble or the depth gage. The arm could be moved 
vertically by means of a rack and pinion arrange
ment. Fine adjustments of the position of the arm 
were made with a micrometer screw. The head of 
the screw was graduated into 50 divisions, and, as 
two revolutions of the screw corresponded to a verti
cal motion of 1 mm, the smallest measurable motion 
was a.01mm. The rod and crucible were connected 
in series with a neon glowlamp and a source of cur
rent, so that the appearance of a light indicated 
contact.. 

(c) Calibration 

Before each determination of the expansion of a 
glass sample the volumeter was calibrated at room 
temperature. The crucible was filled to within 1 cm 
of the top with a dilute electrolyte solution of known 
density and then weighed. The position of the sur
face of the liquid was determined with the dep th 
gage. The movable arm was then raised and contact 
made with the lip of the crucible. The distance be
tween the liquid surface and the lip corresponded to a 
definite volunle at room temperature. About 1 ml 
of solution was removed with a pipette, the position 
of the liquid surface with respect to the lip redeter
mined, and the volumeter reweighed. These opera
tions were repeated until the level of the solution 
was at the base of the neck of the crucible. From 
the known density of the weights of the solution, the 
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volumes corresponding to the various depths of 
the liquid surface were calculated. As the neck of the 
crucible was found to be very uniform in diameter, a 
calibration chart was made that showed volume of 
the liquid corresponding to any depth in the crucible. 

(d) Procedure 

Samples of optically homogeneous glass were 
crushed to conveniently sized pieces in a steel 
mortar. A magnet was passed over the glass to 
remove magnetic particles and the sample was then 
wash ed and dried. 

The crucible filled with the crushed glass, was 
weighed and l~wered into the furnace , which had 
previously been heated to 1,4000 C. When the glass 
had melted the crucible was raised until the lip was 
just below the top of th.e furnace, and additi<:mal 
portions of glass were cautlOusly added from a wmgh
ing bottle by means of a platinum spatula. Several 
such additions were made until the glass level was a 
few centimeters from the top of the crucible. The 
melt was then stirred with a platinum wire to re
move bubbles. The amount of glass removed by 
this process was determined by weighing the rod 
before and after stirring. 

The temperature was lowered at a rate of 50° C j 
hour, depth readings being made at half-hour i~lter
vals. As the lip measurement changed relatIVely 
little with temperature, the measuring rod was kept 
just above it most of the time and frequent readings 
were taken. When the time approached for a cer
taining the depth of the glass, the rod was .swiveled 
into position over the center of the cruCible and 
lowered to a position vcry close to the surface of the 
glass. T emperature readings were then made, 
contact made with the glass, and the t emperature 
ao-ain measured. Then the rod was raised, swiveled 
o~er the lip about 2 minutes allowed for temperature 
equilibrium', and the height of the lip ascertained 
again. The two lip readings were averaged, as 
were the temperature r eadings. 

11easurements were made during continuous 
ooolino- until such low temperatures were reached 
(appr~ximately 700° C) that consistent measure
m en ts were not obtained. The temperature was 
then raised in 25-deg steps, holding at each step 
until concordant depth readings were obtained. 

The volume corresponding to a given depth was 
read from the calibration chart. This was the 
volume at the temperature of calibration and was 
adju ted to the temperature of test by the use of the 
following formula 

V t = Vo(l + at+ IW), 
where 

V t = volumc at temperature to C, 

Vo = volume at 0° C 

a = 2.4 X 10 - 6 

{J = 6.0 X 10 - 9 

3 Th'e co nstants" a nd {J were calculated from linear expansion da ta obtained 
fro m the 'rhermai E xpa ns ioll Section of t his Bureau . 

V. Viscosity Results 

-- I 
1. Sphere Viscometer Data 

The viscosities obtained with the restrained 
sphere method are given in table 3. In the glas 
industry it is common practice to compare viscosities 
in terms of the temperature required to attain a 
given viscosity. Table 4 presents the experimental 
results in this form. Smooth curves were drawn 
through the points representing log viscosity versus 
temperature attained in each determination. The 
temperatures corresponding to the selected viscosi
ties were then estimated from this curve. A com
parison of reproducibility in terms of temperature 
at a given viscosity is thus made available in table 
4. Beneath each average is the result obtained by 
estimation from a smooth curve drawn through all 
the data on that glass when more than one set of 
observations was available. The two sets of curve 
and the estimate derived from them were prepared 
by different investigators. 

TABLE 3. Fiscosity of optical glasses-sphere method 
F = flint ; BaC= bariulll crown; LC = light crow n; B aF=bari um fl int ; 

B SC = borosilicate crown; BF =crowll Oint 

T Log~ T Log ~ T Log ~ 
--- ---

° 0 °0 °0 
1'5795/410 7133 F 649/338 8187 F689/309 73 2 

1, 298 2. 526 1,310 1. 812 g85 3. 153 
1, 200 2.927 1, 200 2.300 88:1 3. 742 
1,100 3.388 1, 100 2.699 802 4. 556 

999 4. 000 1, 000 3. 247 760 5.060 
897 4. 755 897 3. ~69 1, 305 L 783 
805 5.720 796 4.827 ] , 150 2. 361 

1, 293 2,528 922 3 . .'i30 
1, 202 2.940 -------
1, 190 3. 417 1"649/338 8189 
1, 003 4. 003 F720/293 772S 

907 4. 707 -------
804 5.698 ---------

1,288 2.570 1, 290 1. 961 
1. 429 1, 198 2.967 1.200 2,306 1,311 

1, 099 2.736 1, 204 1. 900 1, 095 3. 437 
999 3.241 1, 104 2.277 991 4. 052 
900 :l.902 1, 000 2.785 890 4. 764 
801 4. 771 895 3. 4fi l 
711 5.833 800 4. 278 

F617/366 7045 698 5.600 
--- 1, 296 1. 608 

F666/324 7686 
1,198 1. 917 
1, 099 2,287 1,332 1. 851 --- 1, 000 2. 765 1, 214 2.234 

905 3. 366 1,099 2.535 
1, :108 1. 828 804 4. 235 1, 000 3.062 
1, 21 0 2. 228 704 5.506 898 3.665 

795 4. 478 1, 103 2.670 
744 5. 076 999 3. 215 

1,297 1. 901 897 3.927 F75·i/277 8001 
803 4.806 1, 203 2. 171 
740 5. 550 -------

1, 100 2.574 
1,307 1. 885 998 3.048 1, 305 1. 249 

900 3.6.18 1,199 2.250 
1, 198 1.600 

802 4. 407 1,099 2. 662 
1, 103 1. 985 

751 4.950 999 3. 177 
1, 000 2.436 907 3. 786 

----- - -- 801 4. 786 900 3. 056 
750 5.396 800 3. 845 

F620/3D2 8197 697 5. 132 
- --- 1, 298 1. 280 

1,199 1. '610 
1,300 2. 019 £,689/309 7382 1, 100 1. 985 
1, 200 2.320 ----- ---.- 1,000 2.432 
1, 101 2. 779 900 3. 012 
1, 000 3. 294 1, 305 1. 716 800 3. 828 

900 3.939 1, 204 2. 148 690 5. 178 
803 4.734 l , lO:l 2.533 
750 5.278 1, 000 3.060 

1,296 1. 990 900 3. 713 
F923/209 8162 1, 203 2.347 798 4. 583 

1, 103 2.770 734 5.444 - -------
999 3. 285 1,288 1. 816 
902 3. 900 1,190 2. 166 800 1. 750 
804 4. 750 1, 088 2. 612 702 2. 654 

------- -----.-- ---
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TABLE 3.- 1'iscosity of optical glasses-sphere method-Con. • 
T Log" T 

° C °C 
CF529!516 8217 B aC617/550 

----- ----
1,30r. 2.275 1,304 
1, 200 2. 6~6 1, 19~ 
1,099 3. 102 1,096 
1, 000 3.621 1, 005 

900 4.260 1, 003 
802 5. 120 895 

1, 303 2.239 
1, 208 2.627 
1, 103 3.090 BaC620/660 

99.1 3.651 
005 4.221 
801 5.125 1,305 

-------- 1, 204 
1, 103 

BaC541 /599 8072 1, 005 
- 897 

1,304 
1, 200 

1. 298 2.320 1, 101 
1, 202 2.707 1, 002 
1.100 3.270 899 

991 3.989 847 
897 4. 947 
850 .5.568 ----

1, 304 2.326 BaF584/460 
1, 203 2.728 
1,100 3.2f,() 

998 4.013 
898 4.939 1,302 
844 5.595 1,207 

1,096 -------- 1, 000 
BaC574/577 8171 900 

809 
1, 305 

1, 296 1. 956 1, 200 
1, 198 2. 483 1, 099 
1,100 3.087 99" 

990 3.926 895 
892 5.034 

1,300 1. 995 -----
1, 200 2.480 BnF604/435 
1, 101 3. 082 -----996 3. 854 

886 5. 100 1, 318 
843 5.803 1, 209 

-------- 1, 103 
~gfj 

B aC5725/574 45S1 905 
1.300 
1,202 

1, 326 1. 838 1,103 
1, 250 2. 177 1, 003 
1,200 2. 396 888 
1, 097 2.967 1, 296 

996 3.724 1, 192 
895 4.772 1,097 

996 _.---- ----- 897 
B~Cf>11 /588 7922 797 

1,310 -------_. 
1,203 
1, 103 

998 
J,300 1. 976 896 
1, 203 2. 487 -----1, 101 3. 055 

998 3. 856 B a F605/4:l5 
897 4.980 _. 
818 6. 148 

1,306 1. 993 
1, 202 2.0157 1, 282 
1, 100 3.m7 1, 195 
1, 000 3.815 1.097 

908 4. 798 998 
800 6.376 914 

BaC6109/572 8250 L C512/605 

1,297 1. 751 1,301 
1, 196 2.207 1, 197 
1,099 2.816 1,095 
1, 002 3. {;SO 1, 004 

902 5. 009 906 
1,297 1. 714 1,301 
1, 198 2.209 1,201 
1, 100 2. 830 1, 000 
1, 000 3.739 1, 005 

900 5. 094 894 
829 6. 278 801 

1_ Log~ 

6903 

1.877 
2. 324 
2.992 
3. 719 
3.748 
5.112 

. 8085 

1. 520 
1. 603 
2. 229 
3. 116 
4.670 
1.130 
1. 626 
2. 239 
3.147 
4.614 
5. 703 

---
7631 

2.370 
2. 738 
3.303 
3. 992 
4.823 
5.950 
2.378 
2.730 
3.313 
4. 013 
4. 951 

- --
3849 

---
2. 182 
2. 616 
3. 175 
3.99,1 
4.812 
2. 244 
2.637 
3. 197 
3.91S 
5.014 
2. 272 
2. 628 
3. 205 
3.958 
4.958 
6. 262 
2. 126 
2. 597 
3. 156 
3.922 
4.980 

- --
7660 

2. 285 
2.673 
3. 200 
3. 951 
4. 757 

69S0 
._-
2. 131 
2.544 
3. 055 
3. 574 
4.334 
2. 137 
2.507 
2. 998 
3. 552 
4.449 
5. 494 

T Log" 
----

°C 
LC523/586 6988 
--------

1,307 2.314 
1. 195 2. 689 
1.00.5 3.221 

995 3.807 
894 4. 1\74 
814 .1.246 

1,300 2.297 
1, 20J 2.1\21 
1,100 3. 149 
1, 000 3. 7r.~ 

900 4.619 

---
BSC511/635 7656 
------- . 

1,312 1. 960 
1,202 2.433 
1, 101 3. 005 
1, 000 3.574. 

898 4.512 
808 5. 674 

1, 300 2.075 
1,203 2.42Z 
1, 100 2.982 
1.000 3. 607 

901 4. 462 
803 5.748 

BSC517/645 I 8244 
------ ---

1,318 1. 979 
1, 202 2. 497 
1, 104 2. 990 

999 3. 701 
892 4.81;; 
796 6. 040 

1, 310 2. 074 
1,202 2.533 
1, 100 3.056 

996 3.739 
899 4.691 
803 6.020 

BSC517/645 8097 
-------

1,206 2. 392 
1, 105 2.894 
1,005 3.567 

897 4.550 
1, 2R2 2. 002 
1, 20[, 2.305 
1, 108 2.872 
1, 000 3.597 

897 4.547 
805 5. 832 

--------
B SC517/615 8223 
-------

1, 290 2. 025 
1, 202 2.4 19 

988 3.650 
884 4.887 
788 0.216 

1, 302 2. 030 
1, 198 2. 416 
1, 100 2.949 
1,006 3.611 

908 4.532 

BSC540/645 6471 

-------
1, 310 1.677 
1, 219 1. 915 
1, 108 2. :l26 

995 3.0 1(\ 
898 3.690 
805 4. 744 

1,297 1. 640 
1,183 2. 124 
1 , 0~7 2.309 

998 2. 913 
904 3. 584 

>... 
(/) 

o 
u 
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-
> 
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FIGURE 8. Idealized curves of log viscosity veTSUS temperature . 
The vertical distance between the two curves is the s].me througbou t. 

There are certain implications in the method of 
presenting viscosity data in the manner commonly 
done in the glass industry that are often overlooked. 
Statements frequen tly occur in the literature to the 
effect that the reproducibility is better in the low 
temperature range than in the high one. It is im
portant to no te that this assertion is a necessary 
consequence of the nature of the viscosity versus 
temperature curve. Figure 8 shows · two hypothetical 
log viscosity versus temperature curves that are 
meant to represent two determinations on the same 
glass. The separation between the curves has been 
deliberately exaggera ted , and the assumption has 
been made that the percentage difference in viscosity 
between the two sets of determinations at any given 
temperature is constant. This procedure is equiv
alent to finding that the difference in log viscosity 
of the two curves is the same at any temperature. 

In spite of the fact that the vertical differences be
tween the two curves are always the same, the CUl'ves 
appear to come closer together as the viscosity rises. 
The eye judges the distance between the two curves 
by their separation along a perpendicular to the 
curves themselves rather than either the vertical of' 
horizontal distance. As the curves become steeper 
their perpendiculars become more nearly horizontal, 
and the eye sees the separation more and more along 
the horizontal , that is, the temperature difference. 
The vertical separation can increase and yet, depend
ing upon the slope of the viscosity-temperature curve, 
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TABLE 4. Viscosities of optical glasses by s1Jhere method 

F= Flint; BaC= bari u:n crow n; L C=ligh t crown ; B aF = barium flint ; BSC=borosi licate crown ; CF = crown fIlnL . Values in brackets a rc ex t rapola ted 

a lass typc M elt 
___ ~ ____ . __ . ________ 1 __ 1. _5_.1 __ 2._°_1 2.5 

l' 5795/410 ______ 7133 ____________________ _ {
1,30'1 
1, 2~9 

[1,304J 

'r emperature,O 0, at which log 7J is-

3. ° 
1, 184 
1, 189 
1, 192 

3.5 4. ° 
1,080 999 
1. 085 1,003 
1,083 999 

4.5 

930 
934 
929 

5. ° 
8iZ 
874 

[871J 

5.5 

826 
823 

6. ° 

1----:----- ----- -·-1----1------- --------------11----1 
Average _. __ .________ 1_. __ ___ 1,302 1, 188 1, 083 1,000 931 873 824 
F romaverageeu rvc . _. __ .__ 1, 304 1, 185 1,083 1, 000 930 875 828 

=====I=====I==~=I=~=='I==~=I=~===I=====I'=====I========== 
l' 617/366 _______ 7045 ____________________ _ { 1, 255 1, 113 1,010 922 851 793 751 

1, 258 1, 117 1, 007 921 852 793 746 

Average ______ _______ 1,256 1, 115 1, 008 922 852 793 748 

From average curve _ =-=-=-_=_=_= __ =_.1,-=-=--=-=-=-_=_=1==1,=1=1=7=1==1=, =00=8=~1===9=2=2=1===85=0=~1==7=9=4==1===74=8==1'==-=--=-=--=-=-- - - - - - -- --
1,307 1, 157 1, 054 967 892 830 
1. 293 1, 168 1. 0:;6 962 890 831 

l' 620/362,. _____ 8191.. __________________ _ 776 

1, 300 1, Hi2 1, 055 964 891 830 
1,292 1, 163 1, 055 964 889 830 

A veragc ____________ _ 
From average cur ve 775 

F 649/338 _____ 8181.. ___________________ 1,267 1, 149 1, 044 956 877 828 
8189____________________ 1,279 1, ]'\2 1, 044 9t8 888 828 780 738 

Ave rage_ ___________ 1, 273 1,150 1,04<1 957 882 828 
F rom a,'c rage cu rve 1,274 1,147 1, 033 958 885 827 

I===~====I 
I, 265 1, 143 1, 034 954 889 833 786 744 

780 

F 666/324,. _____ 7686_____________________ 1, 270 1, 1:37 1. 029 9-17 881 828 782 74 1 
j\ verage ______ - ___ -1-----1-:------:'1,'02:;;6:::8- 1--1-'--, -14"""'0- 1--1-, 0"'3"'2-1--9"'5"""'0-1---=88-=-5,--1---=-83"::0--1--=78:-:'1--1---::7'"'42::--1----I 
F rom avera ge cm ve 1,267 1, 141 1, 030 9-18 883 829 782 743 

F 689/309 _______ 7382,. ___________________ I 1, 240 1, 111 1, 012 931 859 806 763 730 
----------- t 1,233 1, 1I 1 1,012 931 859 808 764 

1,111 1, 012 93 1 859 807 764 
1, lll 1, 010 926 856 806 764 

Average_____________ ___________ 1,236 
From average curvc_ ___________ 1,2-33 

l' 720/293... ____ 7728 _____________________ L~ : ~9~ _ U~4 U~~ ~g~ ~~~ ~~~ m m 
Average _____________ I..:....----I---:'I ,--:1-=7-::-6-1---:l"",0:-c5:-:4- 962 887 828 780 740 

704 
704 
704 
704 From average curve_ 1,174 1,054 964 890 827 780 739 

1={==1=?=?=3==1==1=, 1=0=1=1==9=9=0=1==9=0=8=1==8=3=8=1== 7=8=4=1===74=0==:===70=4==:=====:=====1 
F 754/277 _______ 800L __________ _________ 1:231 1,096 986 902 8-38 780 740 702 

A verage _____________ -'--.-'1,"""'2-=2-7 -1--1-'-, -,-09'"'8- 1----;9:;;8:::8 -1--9;;;0;;5--I---;;8:::38;;---I----,7~8:;;2:-·I---:77;-;43;:::OO-+-=70::::3:--1--"---=--'-- --"--'='--1 

F 529/516 _____ 8211.. __________________ _ 

From average cu rve. 1, 230 1, 098 986 903 834 782 '0 702 
I==~=I=~==~I====I======:=====I=====I=====:=====~=====,~=====I 

1,235 1, 121 1, 023 938 869 813 
1,238 1, 122 1,022 938 870 814 

Average_____________ 1, 236 1, 122 1, 022 9933:87 870 88114'1 
From average curvc_ 1, 237 1, 122 1, 020 872 

1========I=======I===I~,u~0==1===I~,1=4=7=1==I=,0~w=· =I=~9~9=1=1===93=7===:===~89=2===1~~=85=5~=1=====~=1 
1, 259 1,146 1,066 1, 000 942 892 851 

BaC 54 1/599 ____ 8072. __________________ _ _ 

Average_ ____________ 1,254 1,146 1,064 996 940 892 853 
From average curve_ 1,252 1, 14 7 1,064 995 938 893 853 

I=====:=====~I====I======:=====I=~==I=====:== 
BaC 5725/571.._ 458L ___________________ 1====I==I=, 2=8=9= I , 181 ==J,=0=91=ol==I ,=0=20==I==,=9.~69== 924 1==8=86==1~=--=--=-=--= I -- - --
D C 57'/5- 81-1 1, 28(; 1, 195 ; 1,1 13 1,039 982 = 99'3'3,51 ~ 895 860 = - ____ -

a ,17____ ( --------------------- 1,299 1, 197 1, 113 1, 0H 981 893 

Average_____________ 1,292 1, 196 1, 113 1, 040 982 934 I 89'1 
l<'rom average curvc_ 1,292 1, 196 1, 114 1,040 980 932 S!14 

BaC 6109/572,._ 8250. ____________________ 1====1==1=23='=7=1==1=,1=4=6=1==1=, 0=7=6=:==1=, 0=1=9=1==9~7=4==1==93=6==1==9=0=3==1=====1=====1 
I: 236 1, 148 1,079 1.023 978 939 906 874 84'1 

i~:;:;,a~~'e-,:aie cur~e: I=====~I===~:=~=: ~===I==i~: =1 !=~='I===i:=g=~~=. =:==l=: g=~=l= 1:=-= -= --:=g:~~:' :::I::::~~"':=~::=II==~=g=1==I,==8=75===I==84=4==1 
DaC 611 /588..._ 7922 .____________________ U~~ Ug~ UM U~~ ~~ ~3~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 

Average _____________ 1300 1, 198 1, J08 1, 037 1----,9:-::8-=-2- 1---93'--4--1 894 858 824 
F rom average curve_ 1: 300 1, 196 J, 109 1, 036 981 934 894 859 826 

B aC 617/550_ __ _ 6903 _____________________ ::::~~~:::::~1,:27:1::::::1:, 1:6:2 :=:::::1 ,:08:6::,:1~====1,;",=0~2:8:~,1:~:::9;8=1==:~:~=====9:4=O====~I;, :::9:03::=:1=_=-=-=-_=_= __ =_1 =_=-=-_= __ = __ =::..,=1 

{ I 221 1,136 1,066 1,010 969 935 906 I 
BaC {;20/600 ____ 8085 _______________ ______ I : 222 1, 13(; 1,069 1,015 972 937 905 878 

Average_____________ 1,222 1, 13G 1,068 1, 012 970 936 906 I--"---=--
From average curve_ 1, 226 1,134 1, 068 J, 01 5 972 937 906 879 856 

B aF 584/460 ____ 7631.. ___________________ 1====1==== { 1, 2(;5 1 153 1, 061 987 932 1==88= 5==:==8=4=3==:===== 
1, 258 1: 152 1, 069 998 940 [889J 

Average _____________ ---- 1----1 1,262 1,152 1,065 992 936 887 
From average curve_ 1,265' 1, 152 1, 069 1, 000 940 887 

860 

856 

843 [806J 

1, 236 1, 135 1, 058 995 939 886 
1,232 1, 135 1, 058 993 939 890 
1, 220 1, 128 1, 054 992 939 893 
1, 223 1,129 1,051 989 939 [894] 

851 
BaF 604/435,. __ 3849 ________________________ _____ _ 

817 

Average_____________ 1,228 1, 132 1, 055 992 939 891 
From average cune_ 1, 235 1, 135 1,054 991 937 892 

1=====:=====':=====I======I=====I~===:=====I=====I=====~I====1 
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TABLE 4. Viscosities of optical glasses by sphere method- Continued 
F= Flint ; BaC= harium crown ; LC= light crown; BaF= barium flint ; BSC= borosilicate crown; CF= crown flin t. Values in brackets are extrapolated 

T emperature, ° C, at which log " is-
Glass type Melt 1.5 2. 0 2. 5 3. 0 3.5 4. 0 4.5 5. 0 5.5 6. 0 

----- ----
BaF 605/435 .... 7660 ... .... _ ............. 1,233 1, 133 1, 055 993 940 [892] 

== ==---== =-= 
BSC 511/635 ... 7656 .................• _ .. L:~~~. 1, 190 1,102 1, 011 949 899 856 814 

1, 190 1,096 1,014 950 898 856 813 

Average ............. 1, 190 1,099 1, 012 950 898 856 814 
From average curve_ 1,302 1, 189 1,097 1,014 949 898 857 820 

BSC 517/645 8097 ...........•....... { i,-soD 1, 183 1, 087 1,013 954 902 
1,177 1, 086 1,012 951 901 861 82() 

Average ........... 1,180 1, 086 1, 012 952 902 
From average curve_ 1, 299 1, 180 1, 087 1,012 954 901 859 825 

BSC 517/645 8244 ..................... 
1, 314 1, 201 1, 103 1,025 971 925 883 84:> 800 
1,327 1, 210 1,109 1,027 969 923 881 84:> 804 

----
Average ....... . ..... 1, 320 1, 206 1, 106 1,026 970 924 882 843 802 
From average curve_ 1,310 1, 200 1,106 1,029 966 916 874 83() 802 

ESC 517/645 8223 ... . ................. { 1,296 1,185 1,093 1,017 961 916 875 838 804 
[1 , 310] 1,179 1,092 1,019 961 911 

Average .... . ........ .....• 1, 303 1,182 1,092 1,018 961 914 
From average curve_ 1,300 1, 181 1,088 1,014 963 910 872 

== == == == == 
BSC 540/645 647L .................... { 1, 192 1,078 

1,197 1,070 

Average ............. 1, 194 1,074 
From average curve_ 1,194 1,076 

LC 512/005 6980 .................... . 
1,208 
1,203 

Average ............. 1,206 
From average curve_ 1,205 

LC 523/586 6988 ... .... ...... . ....... { 1,242 
1,233 

Average ___ __________ 1,238 
From average curve_ 1, 240 

TABLE 5. Fiscosity of optical glasses by rotational viscometer 

F=fiint; BaC =barium crown; LC=light crown; BSC=horosilicate crown 

T Log. T Log. T Log. 
- --

F 5795/410 5613 F 649/338 4438 BaC 617/550 5815 
--- - - --

°C °C °C 
1,102 3.394 1,110 2.700 999 4.003 
1,052 3.695 1.054 2. 988 951 4.548 
1, 002 4. 013 993 3. 336 901 5.326 

954 4. 387 995 3. 335 
902 4. 813 949 3. 635 LC 523/586 5718 
853 5. 231 948 3. 631 -------
798 5. 792 904 3.945 1,094 3. 214 

- - - 852 4.411 1,053 3. 458 
Y 617/366 5617 80.1 4.859 1, 003 3. 785 

756 5.502 954 4. 172 
1,096 2. 649 --- 901 4. 648 
1,050 2. 876 BaC 5725/574 4581 ---

998 3. 119 BSC 511/635 5407 
951 3. 403 1, 101 2.942 - - -
902 3. 705 1, 049 3.293 1, 100 2.985 
850 4. 096 998 3.675 1,047 3.308 
799 4.504 952 4. 129 999 3.649 
7.11 4. 991 899 4.743 949 4.090 

851 5.409 902 4.554 
F 620/362 5573 1, 101 2. 917 848 5.147 

1, 048 3. 292 799 5.806 
1, 098 2.740 1,002 3. 649 
1, 048 2. 986 953 4. 112 BSC 517/645 5371 
1, 000 3. 222 902 4. 688 --

953 3.496 850 5. 392 1, 099 2. 875 
903 3. 839 - 1,096 2. 884 
854 4. 220 BaC 611/588 5666 

1, 051 3. 153 
802 4.708 1, 000 3.532 
755 5. 164 --------- 953 3. 931 

-------- 1, 101 2. 248 901 4.482 
F 6·19/338 4438 1, 048 2. 727 850 5. 140 

--- 1, 006 3. 138 800 5. 862 
1, 102 2. 726 952 3. 751 1, 091 2.899 
1, 044 3. 008 905 4. 436 1,054 3. 15G 

992 3. 290 847 5. 547 1, 004 3. 5l7 
955 3. 538 951 3. 967 
890 3. 957 BaC 617/550 5815 904 4. 459 
854 4. 315 - ----- --_.- 850 5. 120 
799 4. 882 1, 098 3.100 814 5. 662 
7054 5. 389 1, 052 3. 485 800 5. ~69 

997 924 867 824 
983 914 

990 919 
989 920 867 823 

== 
1, 106 1, 016 944 [880] 
1, 100 1, 013 945 889 842 800 

1, 103 1,014 944 
1,100 1,013 945 888 840 800 

====== 
1,135 1,045 969 912 864 [823] 
1,129 1,041 969 912 

1, 132 1,043 969 912 
1, 129 1, 042 968 912 865 

the curves will appear to come closer together. Thus 
the reproducibility in the high viscosity range may 
actually become worse and yet appear better when 
expressed as a temperature dilference at the same 
viscosity. In figure 8 the reproducibility is constant, 
yet one can readily see that whereas the temperature 
difference at log '1) = 2 is 40 deg C, that at log '1) =5 
is only 15 deg C. 

2. Rotational Viscometer Data 
Preliminary measurements were made with a small 

rotation viscometer, which has already been described 
in the literature [7]. This apparatus was limited to 
measurements below 1,100° C. Table 5 gives the 
results obtained, and table 6 shows these results in 
terms of temperature at certain selected viscosities as 
obtained by interpolation from smooth curves. 

3 . Comparison of Sphere and Rotational Viscometer 
Data 

Table 7 gives a comparison between the results 
obtained with the rotation and sphere methods . Of 
the four glasses with nominally identical composi
tions, BaC 617 glass shows up as the worst; and all 
attempts to find the cause for the extreme deviation 
in this case proved fruitless . No additional sample 
of melt 5815 was available, so the possibility of an 
error could not be verified. The other three glasses 
where direct comparison is possible show fair agree
ment, the average dilference between them being 
5 deg. 
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TABLE 6. Viscosity of optical glasses by rotational viscometer 

F =Ilint; n aC= barium crown; LC = light crown; nSC= borosilicate crown . Figu res in brackets are extral)olated values 

'r em peratw'e, 0 0 , at w hicb log 1/ is -
Glass M elt 

2. 5 3.0 3.5 4. 0 4. 5 5.0 5.5 6.0 

F 5795/410 _______________ 5613 ___________________________________ 1, 083 1, 004 939 880 F 617/366 ________________ 5618 ___________________________________ 1,025 935 862 802 749 F 620/362 ________________ 5573 ________________ " __________________ 1, 045 953 882 822 771 
F 649/338 ________________ 4438 ___________________________________ 1,046 960 890 835 787 

1,051 968 899 841 794 

827 

[745] 

A verage ___ ___________ __ _______________ 1, 048 964 894 838 790 

naC 5i25/574 ____________ 458L __________________________________ 1,093 1, 020 965 919 879 
1, 089 1, 020 964 918 877 

Average _______________________________ 1,091 1, 020 964 918 878 

naC 611/588 _____________ 5666 ___________________________________ 1,080 1,019 970 932 900 874 naC 617/550 _____________ 5815 _____________________ ______________ [1, 111] 1,051 999 955 920 
LC 523/586 ______________ 5718 __________________ _______ __________ 1,047 974 916 
nsc 511/635 _____________ 5407 ___________________________________ 1,097 1,019 958 907 861 
nsc 517/645,. ___________ 537L __________________________________ 1, 076 1, 003 946 899 860 

1, 076 1, 007 '948 900 858 

849 
892 [868] 

820 -i785]" 
824 
822 

A vel'age ________ _______________________ 1. 076 1,004 947 900 859 23 

TABLE 7. Viscosity of optical glasses 

F = f1in t; naC = barium crown; LC = ligbt crown; nSC= borosiJicate crown. Figures in brackets are extrapolated values 

Temperature, °c , at which log ~ is-
Glass Melt Mcthod of measurement 

2.5 3. 0 3.5 4. 0 4.5 5. 0 5. 5 

---------1---1-----------_·_------------1---1----·1----1----1·--- -
{ 5613 F 5795/410____________ 7133 

{ 5618 F 617/366,. ____ _______ 7045 

{ 5573 F 620/36L ___________ 8197 

{ 4438 Ie 649/338_____________ 8189 

{ 4581 naC 5725/574 _________ 4581 

{ 5666 naC 611/588__________ 7922 

naC 617/550... _______ { : 8gJ~ 

nsc 511/635... _______ {:~~~ 

{ 
5371 

nsc 517/61 5..________ 8097 
8223 

LC 523/586 ___________ { : g~~~ 

Rotation _______________________ . _ .. ________ _ 
Sphere. ____________________________________ _ 
Rotation _____________ . _________ . ___________ _ 
Sphcre .. _________________________ . _________ _ 
Rotation _____________________________ ___ .. __ 
Sphcre ___________ . _________________________ . 
Rotation _____ . _______________________ . ___ . __ 
Sphere _____ . __ . ______________________ . _____ _ 
Rotation __ .. _______________________________ _ 
Sphere . ___ . ________________ . _______________ _ 
Rotation ___________ . _______________________ _ 
Sphere _____ . _ . _____ . _______________________ _ 
Rotation _________ .. __________ . _____________ _ 
sphere _____________________________________ _ 
Rotation ___ . ___ . ___ . _. __ . ___ . _____ . ________ _ 
Sphere _______ . _____ . _____ . _. _______________ _ 
Rotation . ________ . _. _. ___________ . _________ _ 
sphere _____ . ___ . _____ .. __________ . ________ __ 

_____ do __ . _____ . _____ . _____ . _____ .. ________ . __ 
Rotation ________ ._ . ________________________ _ 
Sphere _________________ ______________ ______ _ 

tl Nominally identical compositions. 

The effect of composition differences on the 
viscosity of glasses causes difficulty in comparing 
results of the two methods. However, in some 
cases the differences in composition are so small that 
a comparison seems valid. Thus. considering F 
5795 the average differences between the two methods 
is about 5 deg because only small differences in com
position are present (table 1). In the case of F 617 
the only apparent difference is a substitution of 0.3 
percent of N a20 for K 2,O but melt 5618 has 77 5 Ib of 
cullet to only 300 lb for melt 7045. This means that 
5618 probably has more alumina and may account 
for its higher viscosity at the higher temperatures. 
In tlle case of F 620 there has been a substitution of 
0.5 percent of N a20 for K20 in melt 5573 as compared 
to 8197. The effect of such substitutions is hard to 

1, 080 
1,198 

1,025 
1, 008 
1, 045 
1,055 
1, 04 
1.044 
1, 091 
1,091 
1, 019 
1,108 
[1111] 
1,086 
1, 097 
1, 102 
1.076 
1. 086 
1, 092 

1,083 
1.080 

935 
922 
953 
964 
964 
958 

1, 020 
1,020 

970 
1, 037 
1,051 
1,028 
1,019 
1, 0ll 
1, 004 
1,012 
1, 018 
1,047 
1,043 

1, 004 
999 
862 
852 
882 
891 
894 
88 
964 
969 
932 
982 
999 
981 
958 
949 
947 
952 
961 
974 
969 

939 
930 
802 
793 
822 
830 
838 
828 
918 
924 
900 
934 
955 
940 
907 
899 
900 
902 
914 
916 
912 

880 
872 
749 
748 

790 
780 
878 
886 
874 
89') 
920 
903 
861 
856 

827 
826 

849 
858 

820 
814 

predict because it has been shown [9] that such 
substitutions may either raise or lower the viscosity, 
depending upon the composit,ion of the base glass. 
In this case the substitution of N a20 for K20 lowered 
the viscosity. In the case of BaC 611 melt 7922 
would be expected to be more viscous than melt 
5666 because it has 0 .5 percent more Alz03 and 0.5 
percent less CaO. However, the difference is very 
large in the high-temperature range and the fact 
that 475 lb of cullet was used in melt 7922 , whereas 
the fact that none was llsed in 5666 helps to account 
for this. In the case of BSC 517 the compositions 
are considerably different, so that comparison be
tween the two methods is not valid. Melts 8097 
and 8223 have nominally identical compositions, but 
the latter melt had 250 lb more cullet than the former 
and therefore shows the lllgher viscosity. 
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VI. Density Results 

1. Sphere Method 

Figure 9 shows a plo t of the density of the cali
brating liquid versus temperature. The straigh t 
line represen ts densities ob tained by a picnometer 
m ethod. The circles represen t the density data 
obtained with the restrained falling sphere apparatus. 
The average devia tion of the circles from the straigh t 
line is abou t 5 in the fourth significan t figure. 

Table 8 gives interpolated valu es of density of 
optical glasses at 100-deg C in tervals ob tained wi th 
the restrained spher e method. D ensities of glasses 
a t room temperature were obtained by measuring 
the buoyan t effect of distilled water. The average 
difference between nominally duplicate determina
tions at 1,:i00° and 1,200° C is about 3 in the fourth 
signifi can t fi gure. This difference rises to about 5 
at 1, 100° and 1,000 0 C. At high viscosities (approxi
mately 5,000 poises) th e density results become 
unreliabl e. 

The expansivities as computed from density 
changes in the range 1,000° to 1,200° C are given in 
the last column of table 8. The precision of these 

on 
E 
0 

" .,. 
,.: 
!: .888 
'" z ... 
Q 

.884 0 

.880L--L------------~------------~--------~ 
20 30 40 

TEMPERATURE ·c 
FIGURE 9. Density of calibrating liquid vel'SUS Centigrade 

temperature. 

Oircles represent restrai ned sphere d ata, straight line represents picnometer 
data. 

expansivi ties is rather low. On the' whole, th e 
flin ts, bari'um flints, and crown flints have low 
expansivities, whereas the borosilicate cro wns have 
high ones. The expansivities of the barium crowns 
sho w a general tendency to increase with index of 
refraction and density. 

T ABLE 8. Density and expansivl:ty cf molten optical glasses by sphere method 

F= fl int; BaC= barium crown; LC = light crown ; BaF = barium flint ; BSC = borosilicate crown; CF=cl'o\"\'l1 fl int 

Dcte r- Den sity (g/cm 3) at- Expansi\T-
Glass Melt mination ity (1,0000 

n umber 1,300° 0 1,200° 0 1, 100° 0 1,000° 0 9000 0 800° 0 700° C Room to 1,200° 0 ) 

---------------------------------------------------------
(,,/m)/oC 

3. 035 3.046 r -------- 3.051 3.076 3.230 16 
F 1'795/410.. _______ ______ 7133 ___________ 2 _________ 3.040 3. 048 3.058 3.073 

3 ____ _____ 3.025 3.037 3. 052 

avg __ ____ 3.033 3.044 3.054 3.074 

F 617/366 _____ ___________ 7045 _________ __ {L:::::: 3.271 3.289 3.307 3.330 3.347 3. 362 3.545 19 
3.276 3.296 3.315 3.332 3.350 

avg __ I ___ 3.274 3. 292 3.311 3. 331 3.348 

F 620/362 __________ ______ 8191.. _________ U:::::::: 3.346 3.357 3.375 3.388 3.406 3.602 19 
3.350 3.363 3.382 3.404 3.417 

avg _______ 3.348 3.360 3.378 3.396 3.412 

F 649/338 ________ ________ {818L _________ 1 ______ --- 3.595 3.610 3.632 3.656 3.871 20 8189 ______ __ ___ L ________ 3. 598 3.611 3.630 3.650 3.670 

avg ____ ___ 3.596 3.610 3. 631 3.653 

F 666/324,. ________ ______ 7686 ___________ {k:::::::: 3. 728 3.743 3.762 3.786 3.806 4. 016 20 
3.734 3.747 3.767 3. 790 3.800 

avg ______ 3 .731 3.745 3.764 3.788 3.803 

F 689/30L ____________ __ 7382 ____ _______ U::::::::: 3.928 3.950 3. 969 3.988 4. 014 4.219 18 
3. 932 3.952 3.973 3.993 4.016 

avg _______ 3.930 3.951 3. 971 3.990 4.015 

F 720/293,. ______________ 7728 __ _____ ____ {L::::::: 4. 172 4.194 4.218 4.243 4.274 4.491 20 
4.170 4.192 4. 217 4. 244 4. 270 

avg ______ 4.171 4.193 4.218 4.244 4.272 

F 754/277,. ___________ ___ 800L _________ g::::::::: 4. 414 4.440 4.466 4.496 4.522 4.566 4.591 4.776 22 
4.4 14 4.440 4.468 4.499 4.529 4.557 

avg _· ____ 1 4.414 4.440 4.467 4.498 4.526 4.562 

F 923/209 _____________ ___ 8162 __ _________ L _______ I 5.737 5.772 5.977 
- == == === 

OF 529/516 ___________ ___ 8217 ___________ fL. ______ \ 2.492 2.504 2.509 2.022 2. 536 

I 

2.708 16 
\2 ________ 2.482 2.504 2.515 2.528 2. 542 -------

avg ______ 1 2.486 2.504 2.512 2.525 2.539 -- ----- I --------
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TABJ.E 8. Density and ex pansivity of molten optical glasses by sphere method- Continu ed 

F= fl int; BaC= barium crown; LC= light crown; BaF = barium flin t; BSC= borosilica te crown; CF=crown flin t 

Deter. Density (g/cm 3) at- Expansiv. 
o lass Mel t m ination i ty (J ,000' 

1 ___________ .I ______ I_n._u_ill_b_e_r _1._,3_0_0'._C_1_l ,_20_0_' _C_ 1 __ l,_10_0_0 _C_ 1,000' ~19000 ~ _~~ __ 7000~ _ Roo ,:._ ':,200~~ 

BaC 541/599 ....... _ ..... 8072. ....•• _ ... e········· 2.580 2.607 2.620 
2 ......... 2.580 2.602 2.617 

(,,/m)/'C 
2.854 25 

avg ...... 2.580 2.604 2.618 

BaC 5725/574.. . ....... . _ 4581. .......... I. ........ 2.831 2.858 2.882 2.895 28 
=---= ==;:; ==.= ====,=1==============·=, 

BaC 574/57i ............. 8li1 ........... {L.. ...... 2.904 2.914 2. 934 2.951 
2 ......... 2.898 2.913 2.922 2. 947 

3. 180 21 

avg ______ 2. 901 2.914. 2928 2.949 

BaC 6109/572.. ......... _ 8250 ........... U::::::::: 3.207 3. 222 3.249 3.278 
3.207 3.222 3.251 3.278 

3.518 30 

avg ___ ___ 3. 207 3.222 3. 250 3.278 

BaC 611/588 ........... .. 7922 ........... G::::::::: 2.883 2.900 2.924 
2.884 2.902 2.924 2.945 

3. 177 27 

avg ----- 2.884 2.901 2.924 

BaC 617/550 .. . _ ... ...... 6903 ........... 1. ........ 3.363 3.368 3.390 3. 413 3.6.12 23 
== == == = ='== =====I=====-~===~~ 

BaO 620/600 ............. 8085 ......... .. {L::::::: 3. 089 3. 120 3. ]54 3. J96 3. 224 
3. 081 3. 109 3. l47 3. J90 

3.490 37 

avg ...... 3.085 
1---11---11---11---11-------------

3. 114 3. J50 3. 193 

BaF 584/460 ...... ....... 7631. ......... . {L ::::::: 3. 067 3. 084 3.087 3. 109 
3. 069 3.088 3.102 3. 122 

3.286 15 

avg ....... 3.068 3.086 3. 094 3. 116 

r········ 3.265 3.2S1 3.296 
n aF 604/435 ............. 3 49 . .......... 2 ......... 3.262 3.276 3.296 3.321 

3 ......... 3.221 3.236 3.253 3.263 
4. ........ 3.247 3.263 3.280 3.301 

3. '188 J6 

----
avg ---- 3.249 3.264 3.2S 1 3.295 

1====1======1====1=====1====1==='1====1='===:====== 
n aT<' 605/435 ............. 7660 ..... ...... L ........ 3.267 3.271 3.296 3.301 3. 487 

=================1=='==1====== 
LC ' 12/60" 6980 {L........ 2. 223 2. 236 2. 252 2. 276 ....... ....... 2. 481 26 

o 0 .............. . .......... 2......... 2.223 2.24 1 2.257 2.272 ....... .. .... . 
avg ----- 2. 223 2.238 

LC 523/586.. ............ 6988 ........... {L:::::: 2.301 2.309 
2.302 2.3 13 

avg _____ 2.302 2.31J 

{I ......... 2. 180 2.201 
n sc 5JJ/635 ............ 7656 ___________ 2 ........ 2. 177 2.203 

avg ----- 2. 178 2.202 

nso 517/645 ...... ...... 8244 ........... g.:::::::: 2.221 2.2.16 
2.219 2.238 

avg . ______ 2.220 2.237 

nsc 517/645 ............ S097 ........... {L::::::: 2.21 5 2.235 
2.21 1 2.228 

avg ______ 2.213 2.232 

ESC 517/615 ......... ... 8223 .... ....... {I ......... 2.199 2.2]5 
2 ........ 2. 185 2.215 
avg . _____ 2.192 2.215 

n sc 540/645 ............ 6471.. ......... L.. ...... I 2.269 2.272 

2. Volumeter Method 

Fig ure 10 shows a plot of t h e data obtained with 
t h e volumeter on BaF 604 . In this instance the 
data obtaine d in both the cooling and heating 
schedules showed good agreement . In other cases 
wher e the agreement between the two schedules 
was not good, t h e difference was traced to devitrifi
c ation. An es timate of the liquidus temp erature 
of the g l ass could be made from study of the density 
data. The sharp drop in density o ccurring at about 

2.25<1 2.274 

2.320 2.325 2.512 16 
2.323 2.334 
2. :J22 2.330 

2.222 2.254 2.468 34 
2.221 2.247 
2.222 2.250 

2.259 2.278 .'. ..... 2.506 35 
2.259 2.287 
2.259 2.282 

2.259 2.497 38 
2. 252 2.277 2.307 
2.256 

2.236 2.267 40 
2.23J 2.263 
2.23,1 2. 265 

2.292 2.316 2.341 2.561 37 

1,350° C was probabl y due t o the formation of 
bubbles in the g lass. It was note d Lhat the s mface 
of the melt was c ovc r e d with fairly large bubbles 
and could not b e freed from them b y s tirring as long 
as the temper ature was above 1,350° C. B elow 
this temperature the bubbles w ere observed to dis
appear gradually, firs t r e ceding to t h e periphery of 
the cr u c ible , l eaving a clear area in the middle, and 
then disappe a r ing for the most part. The increase 
in s lope of the dens ity-temperature c W've below 
about 950° C is suspected to be caused by nonuni-
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temperature . 

Half-filled circles show volumeter data obtaiued ou 50' G/hour cooling schedule, 
open circles show volumeter data on rebeating in 25-deg G steps, both on M elt 
3354. F illed circles represent sphere data on Melt 3849, which is of the same 
nominal compositiou (see table 1). 

form drainage of the highly visco us glass in this 
temperature range. For these reasons only the 
density data in the region between 950° and 1,200° 0 
are considered reliable.4 

The points enclosed by filled circles (fig. 10) repre
sent the density data obtained by the counter
balanced sphere method on the same kind of glass 
from a different pot. However the nominal com
positions are identical, and thus a comparison 
between the t wo methods is possible. Between 1,000° 
and 1,200° 0 the agreement is excellent. At 1,300° 0 
the ball method yielded high values. At this 
tempera ture there are probably a few small seeds 
(bubbles) in the melt , but their presence should no t 
cause much error in the volume tel' method ; the 

, For those who may wish to use this or a si milar method for obtaining accnrate 
densities, it is suggested that the glass be covered with a layer of a molten salt . 
The volume-tem peratnre relationships of snch a s~l t have to be known or deter
mined, and of course one shonld be picked that will not severely attack the glass. 
The high fluidit y of most molten salts is such that they will readi ly drain off tbe 
walls of the crucible and t hus allow density measurements to extend to lower 
temperatnres than are possible withou t their usc. H igh accmacy in the knowl
edge of the volume-temperatm c relationship of the salt is not necessary, 8S onl y 
a relati vely small amount need be used . 

error should be in the direction of too large a volume 
and hence too Iow a density. In the case of the ball 
method, a bubble that attaches itself to the ball 
will make the ball appear to be lighter ; hence the 
buoyant effect will appear too large, and too great 
a density will be calculated. Figure 11 shows 
another comparison between the ball and volume tel' 
methods on t wo glasses of nominally identical com
positions. Here, also, the value at 1,300° is too 
high . Other glasses measured by both methods are 
no t comparable because of differences in composition. 

Table 9 gives the data that were obtained by the 
volumeter method over the range where such data 
were considered reliable. The agreement between 
nominally duplicate measurements is satisfactory. 
It is probable that the temperature coefficien t of 
density over the range where such data are valid is 
more reliable than similar data obtained with the 
ball method because t he volume tel' method is in
trinsically a differen tial method. 

As expansivity da ta for some glasses were available 
in bo th the low (25° to 600° 0) and high (900° to 
1,300° 0) temperature ranges, the total expansion 
curve in the range from 25° to 1,300° 0 could be con~ 
structed (fig. 12). The lower par t of figure 12 shows 
a plot of the expansivity of BSO 517 /64 .5. The data 
from room temperature to the softening point were 
ob tained on a sample from Melt 3246 by J . B . 
Saunders [10] with an interferometer method. The 
data on a sample from M elt 3703 from 900° 0 and 
above were obtained with the volumeter. The t wo 
filled ci.rcles represent t he mean expansi.vity over a 
200-deg 0 interval plotted at the midpoint. '1.' he 
broken line indicates the interpolation that was 
adopted . The cont inuation of the open circles below 
P indicates the observed slumping of t he specimen. 
The curve in the upper par t of figure 12 was obtained 
by integration of the expansivity curve. The open 
and half~filled circles r epresent t wo differen t deter
minations with the volumeter . At the lower tem
peratures where the data are unreliable because of 
poor drainage the half-filled circles show the direction 
of the error from this cause. 
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FIGURE 11. Density of F 64-9/33.8 versu s temperature. 

Curve represents volumeter data on M elt 5943 (filled circles), and open circles 
represen t sphere data on Melt 8l87 . These melts have nominally identical COllI

I position (table l ). 
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TABLE 9. Density and expansivity oj optical glasses by volumeter method 

F=flint; BaC=barium crown; BaF= barium flint; BSC=borosilicate crown 

Density (g/cm 3) at 

Glass Melt Expsn
sivity 

1300 0 0 12000 0 11000 0 10000 0 9000 C 8000 0 Room 

F.620/362 ____________ 5747 _____ 3.360 3. 3BO 3. 402 
F 649/338 _____________ 5943 __ . __ 3.587 3.609 3.631 

3800 _____ { 
2. 996 3.024 3.052 

BaF 588/534 __________ 3.000 3. 027 3.055 
2. 999 3. 025 3.053 

avg ______ 2.99S 3.025 3. 053 

BaF 604/435 __________ 3354 _____ { 3.259 3.273 3.296 
3.249 3.272 3.294 

avg ______ 3.254 3.272 3.295 

BaO 5725/574 _________ 3247.. ___ { 2.936 2.959 2. 979 
2.933 2.958 2.984 

3.423 3.446 3.470 
3.654 3.678 
3.0S2 3. US 
3.0S7 3.120 
3.0S5 3. 119 

3.0S5 3. 119 

3. 319 3.346 3.376 
3.317 3. 342 3.366 

3. 318 3.344 3.37 1 

3.00S 3.039 
3. 016 

3.317 

3.483 

3.201 

(ll!m)!OC 
21 
21 
34 

23 

26 

avg ______ 2.934 2.958 2.982 3.012 

BaO 5725/574 _________ 3722 _____ 2. 915 2.938 2. 968 2.994 3. 028 
2. 199 2. 226 2.261 2.204 

31 
2. 505 47 BSC 517/645.. ________ 3703 _____ { 

2. J96 2. 228 2.257 2. 293 

I a\·g· _____ 12~ 
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FIG U RE 12. 'l'hel'mal expansion and expansivity of ESC 
517/64.5 as a j1mction oj temperature. 

Data from room to apprOXiI;]ately 6000 C on Melt 3246 by interferometer 
method. Data above BOOo 0 on Melt 3703 by volumeter method. Each of the 
two filled circles represents the mean expansivity over a 2OO-deg 0 interval 
plotted at the midpoint. 

2.294 

Two features of interest may be no ted concerning 
the expansivity curve. One is that although the ex
p~n ivity in the low temperatw'e range increa e 
wIth tempel'atur , the reverse relationship cern to 
hold in the liquid r ange. The econd point of inter
est is that the expansiyity shows a decrease before 
the interferometer oftening point i reached that is 
not due to slump ing of the specimen. 

Saunders wa able to demonstrate this point in an 
ingenio'U experiment. H e u cd a plane parallel 
polished specimen plate with a hole in the center . 
This plate was placed between t wo fu ed silica flat 
in such manner that interference fringes co uld be ob
served through the ail' pace in the hole, as well as 
between th e polished faces of the pecimen itself . 
The condit ions wer e such that the pressure of the up
per silica flat was negligible. Fio- ure 13 hows a plot 
of the results obtained. In the temperature region 
650 0 to 690 0 0 there OCC lll'S a lowing down of the 
precipitous drop of t he expansion coeffLcien t. In 
this temperat ure range the specimen did no t slump 
as judged by the appearance of the interference 
fringes between the polished faces of the specimen. 
T he dashed line indicates the probable fUltheL' cour e 
of the expansion coefficient if the specimens had not 
slumped from this region onward . The sh arp drop 
in expansion coefficient actually observed beyond the 
6500 to 690 0 0 region was due to lumping of the 
specimen plate as eviden ced by the curving of the 
interference fringe between the face of the specimen. 

VII. Discussion 

Data on viscosi ty and density of glass melts are 
of value in explaining molding properties of glasses, 
behavior to stirring and finin g during the m elting 
cycle, performance of the glass as it is cooled, etc. 
The data also indicate class difference in expansivity 
among the major types of optical glasses. B ecause 
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FIGURE 13. Thermal expansivity of ESC 517/64.5. 

of the lack of systematic variation in composition 
of the glasses studied, it is not possible, however, to 
establish close correlation of viscometric and density 
data with composition. Further, as viscosity curves 
may cross, a statemen t regarding one temperature 
region may be invalid in another region. Figure 14 
illustrates this point. H ere BaC 620 is less viscous 
at 1,300° C and more viscous at 8500 C than any of 
the other glasses represented. In general, when 
comparing the viscosity of glasses it is necessary to 
compare viscosity versus tempera ture r elationships. 

1. Temperature Coefficient of Viscosity a nd Molding 
of G lass 

The slope of the viscosity-temperature curve is a 
property in which th e glass technologist is very much 
interested. In general, the optical flin ts as a group 
show relatively small slopes; that is, the viscosity 
does no t change rapidly with temperature, whereas 
barium crowns as a group show relatively large 
slopes. This is related to the ease wi th which these 
glasses may be formed or pressed, as will be shown. 

The practical glassworker calls a glass that h e can 
form or shape with ease a "sweet," or " long," glass. 
If, while h e works with th e glass, i t stiffens so that 
he has to reheat frequently, he calls it a "sour," or 
"short," glass. Sweetness and sourness of glass 
depend upon the rate of cooling, which is a compli
cated function of the temperature, the size of the 

piece, the color,; etc. Thus, if two glasses at the 
same initial temperature were cooled at the same 
rate, sweetness would be inversely related to the 
slope of the viscosity-temperature curve. The glass 
with a viscosity that changed slowly with fall in 
temperature would be in the proper viscosity range 
for easy working for a longer time than the sour 
glass with a rapid change of viscosity with temper
ature. 

The slope of the viscosity-temperature curve is, 
however, not the only factor in practical rating of 
sweetness and sourness. Glass is taken from the 
furnace at the top of its working range. Other 
things being equal, the glass with working range in 
a higher temperature region will cool faster and there
fore be more sour. 

An attempt was made to evaluate the molding 
qualities of the glasses by taking into account the 
temperature difference between two selected vis
cosities and dividing that by the square of the higher 
temperature. The two viscosities selected were 
log 7] = 2.5 and 3.5. These viscosities are in the 
range for lamp working and were selected because 
such data were available on a great many optical 
glasses. As cooling of the glass takes place by 
radiation as well as conduction, the square of the 
temperature was selected on a trial basis. Table 10 
shows the data obtained . The sweetness index 
(Tl - T 2)/(T/) is seen to be high for the optical 
flints, low for the barium crowns, and intermediate 
for the others. In order to test the validity of this 
concept of sweetness index with practical observa
tion, a questionnaire was submitted to five molding 
crew supervisors who were asked to place 22 glass 
types in IOrder of incr easing difficulty in pressing 
optical lens blanks. A rank correlation of + 0.93 
was found between the average order as estimated 
by the supervisors and that calculated from the 
sweetness index. 
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FIG U RE 14. Curves of log viscosi ty versus temperature of 
some typical optical glasses. 
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T ABLE 10, Some properties of optical glasses 

EXa 
Sweet· pan· Slope of 

7', at 7', at ness siv- log n \'s, 
')'1_ ity tempera· Glass Ivl elt l o~ ~ log ~ 7', 

index, 
(1 ,000° ture, = 2,5 =3,5 7',-7', 

to 1 -----r;2 1,200° 1'1- ']'2 
C), 

------ - - - --- - ---- - ----
(/lIm)! 

°C °C °C °C 
P 5795/410 . .• •• 71 33 1, 302 1,08.3 219 129X I O-t 16 456X I0-6 
F 617/366 .••••• 704 5 1,115 922 193 155 19 5 L8 
F 620/362 .•..• _ 8L97 1, 162 964 198 146 19 50,5 
F 649/338.. ____ 8187 1, 150 957 193 146 20 518 

.119 
F 666/32L ____ 7686 1, 140 950 190 146 20 ,526 

F 689/309 _____ _ 7382 1,111 931 180 146 18 556 
F 720/293.. ____ 7728 1, 054 887 167 150 20 599 
F 754/277 ______ 8001 988 83~ 150 ] 57 22 667 
OF 529/516 ____ 8217 1. 236 1, 022 214 140 16 467 
BaO 541/599.. _ 8072 1,254 1,064 190 121 25 526 

n aO 5725/574,. -1581 1,181 1, 020 161 11 5 28 621 
BaO 574/577 ... 817l 1, 196 1,040 156 lI6 21 641 
BaO 61091572 __ 8250 1, 147 1,02 L 126 96 30 794 
n aO 611/588 ... 7922 1, 198 1, 037 161 112 27 621 
n aO 617/550 .. _ 6903 1,162 1, 028 134 99 23 746 

n ar' 620/600 .. _ 8085 1, 068 970 98 86 37 1020 
n aP 584/460 .. _ 7631 1,262 1, 065 197 ] 24 15 507 
n o F 604/43,<; .. 3849 1, 228 1,0,55 173 115 16 578 
BSC 511 /635 __ 7656 1, 190 1, 012 178 ]25 34 561 
BSC 517/645.. 8097 1, 180 1,012 168 120 38 595 • 35 556 n sc 517/645.. 8244 L,206 1,026 180 124 
n sc 517/645.. 8223 1, 181 1, 0J<l 168 120 40 595 
13 SO 540/645 .. 6471 1,074 919 155 134 37 645 
L O 512/605 ____ 6980 1. 206 1, 014 192 132 26 521 
L C 523/586 ____ 6988 1,238 1,043 ~g5 127 1fi 513 

2 . Expansivity and Temperature Coefficien t of 
Viscosity 

The last two columns of table 10 give the expan
sivi ty (col. 7) in the Jiquid range (appro~imately 
1 0000 to 1 2000 0) as calculated from denSity data, 
a~ well as the slope (col. ) of the CUl've of log 'Y/ versus 
tempera ture in th e region be tween log 'Y/ = 2" 5 and ,3,5, 
Fio'ure 15 hows a plot of these data. rhere IS a 
ge~eral correla tiOl: indiea~jng a common factor in 
these two propertI es, TlllS common factor may be 
the change in attractive force between molecules or 
molecular groupings with ch3:nge in temperature, 
As we are dealing with many kmds of gr01I;t>mgs, ~he 
correlation cannot be expected to be hIgh. 'lhe 
flints are found in the lower left hand part of figure 15, 
and within the group there is a general.te.ndency: f~r 
the slope to increase with the expansl:"lty . .Slml
larly, the barium crowns as a group are found m the 
central part of the diagram and also ~how a ten~lency 
for the slo})e to increase with increasmg expans.Ivlty. 
The borosilicate crowns as a group show the hIghest 
expansivities accompanied .by only mod~rate slopes, 
and within the gro up there IS some trend for the slope 
to increase with eA,])ansivity, 

3 . Expansivity and " Breaks" 

In the transfer process of making optical glass, 
[11] the proper cooling of the ,Pot of glass after,remov
al from the melting furnace IS of th~ utmost Import
ance in order for the glass to break mto large usable 
pieces . In the case of flints, cooling .at 18 deg O/bI' 
throuO'h the critical temperatme regIOn (where the 
rapiclbexpansion region begins, fig. 12) results in sat-
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isfactory breaks, whereas th e same procedure causes 
unsatisfactory re ults (vacuum bubbles, shaLLering, 
onions [11]) when applied to bol'O ilicate crown [12] . 
For satisfactory break with borosilicates the cooling 
rate has to be lowered to at least 16 deg O/hr. It 
seems probable that this difl'erence in behavior is 
part ially accounted for by the lower expansivity of 
the flints in the liquid range as compared to that of 
the borosilica t.es. As the pot is cooled, the surface 
of the glass reaches a temperature at which i t be
comes rigid while the glass in the hotter interior is 
still fairly liquid. With further cooling the glass in 
the center of the pot tries to contract much more 
than the rigid surface glass (because it has a high er 
expansion, fig. 12) thus producing some of the stresses 
that break the glass. As the ratio of the expansivi
ties in the liquid region to that in the solid region 
is much less for flints than for borosilicates, the flints 
can endure a greater cooling rate than the boro
silicates and still produce satisfactory breaks. 

VIII. Summary and Conclusion 

1. Viscosities and densities of molten optical 
glasses were measUl'ed with a counterbalanced
sphere method. The sphere apparatus is simpjg, 
rugged, and has s tood up well with continued use. 
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2. The densities obtained with the sphere method 
agree well in the temperature range 1,000° to 1,200° 
o with those obtained by measuring the volume of a 
given weight of glass contained in a platinum volu
metric flask. 

3. Oomparison of viscosity results obtained with 
the sphere method and a rotation viscometer has 
shown good agreement. 

4. Expansivities calculated from density results 
obtained with the sphere method in the temperature 
range 1,000 0 to 1,200° 0 indicate that the expansivity 
in this range is from 2 to 3.5 times that in the solid 
range (1000 to 400° 0). The flints and barium 
flints as a group have the lowest expansivity, the 
barium crowns are intermediate, and the boro
silicate crowns have the highest expansivities. A 
correlation was found between expansivity in the 
liquid range and the slope of the viscosity-tempera
ture curve. 

5. A numerical value for the ease of making 
optical glass pressing was calcula ted from viscosity 

data. This index was found to correla te well with 
estimates made by molding supervisors. 

6. The Faxen correction of Stokes law was found 
to be superior to the Francis formula. 
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